Abstract: This paper deals with the aging and characterization of lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries for life estimation evaluation. The most important aging characteristics of a real driving cycle for hybrid electric vehicle application, such as initial State of Charge (SoC) and Depth of Discharge (DoD), are used to synthesize an aging profile to be reproduced in laboratory based on statistical analysis. Implementing the synthesized driving cycle at higher temperature results in an accelerated aging. Periodic assessment tests are also performed within the aging activity in order to monitor the behavior of two battery aging parameters, namely, resistance and capacity. The evolution of these two parameters is monitored and a general framework for battery parameter estimation based on a predictor/corrector scheme is presented.
INTRODUCTION
Compared with lead-acid batteries and nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) batteries, Li-Ion technology based batteries are superior in terms of specific energy (the amount of available energy per unit of mass or volume) and specific power (the amount of available output per unit of mass or volume). As a result, they are seen as the most promising and suitable technology for electric vehicles (EV), hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) applications and they are expected to replace NiMH batteries in HEVs within the next years [7] .
Battery requirements differ by the specific application [1] , [5] . High power is needed to provide adequate boost in HEV applications. Power density is less important in PHEV and EV applications due to their larger high-energy battery. On the other hand, as energy translates into vehicle range, high energy is needed to provide adequate mile range. This is more important for PHEVs and EVs than for HEVs. In fact, a HEV battery is operated in charge sustaining mode at intermediate SoC through shallow cycles and only uses a small part of the available energy. Thus, HEV batteries differ from PHEV and EV batteries, in that they require power rather than energy density.
The ability of these advanced batteries to maintain their power and energy characteristics for tens of thousands of miles is essential to ensure consumer acceptance of electrified powertrains. In the context of vehicle electrification, research and development of advanced energy storage systems, particularly advanced battery systems, play a major role. During driving operations, batteries are subject to several cycles of charge and discharge, which in some cases may occur in a relatively short time. Such usage patterns contribute to accelerating the battery aging process, decreasing the lifetime of battery pack/module/cell and increasing the cost of vehicles.
The objective of this paper is to describe how Li-Ion battery aging and characterization is perfomed in laboratory environment for HEV applications and how a life estimation framework can be designed. The life estimation method is very genearal and can be used and adapted to track both power fade and/or energy fade depending on the specific application considered (HEV, PHEV and EV).
Starting from data collected in vehicle and extracting useful stastistical characteristics of a real driving cycle, an aging profile has been synthetized to be run in laboratory (Section 2 and 3). Using the sythesized cycle will result in an easy implementable and repeatable aging cycle shorter than the real one. The experimental activity is composed of aging cycles spaced out by periodic assessment tests, where a "snapshot" of the battery is taken in terms of its ongoing aging parameters. The battery resistance and capacity are the two aging parameters defining the battery performance in terms of available power and available energy. Monitoring the evolution of the battery capacity and resistance during aging is crucial for the design of a lifetime estimation algorithm. In Section 4 the test plan developed for battery aging is discussed and in Section 5 the analysis of the aging data is presented. Section 6 discusses the overall framework for aging paramter estimation. Future work and conclusions are presented in Section 7 an 8.
SYNTESIZED DUTY CYCLE
Battery aging depends on the way it is used [3] and, in general, is a function of
• Current Magnitude;
• Temperature;
• Operating SoC/DoD.
Higher temperatures age the battery faster than lower temperatures; discharging a battery starting from a low initial SoC and/or high DoD speeds up the aging process as well. High magnitude currents also contribute to a faster aging.
All this information is intrinsically embedded into the real current that goes into and comes out of the battery. From a practical point of view, real driving cycles are not used to age the batteries in a laboratory setup, but rather an ad hoc synthetic aging profile best fits within a laboratory study.
A synthesized (simplified) current profile is designed from real data which maintains the same statistical characteristics of the real profile. The aging current profile must be representative of the main aging factors the battery is subject to during its normal operation, so initial SoC and DoD of the real driving cycle are reflected within the synthesized cycle. The aging protocol developed has been implemented in our battery aging facility, which consists of 12 battery cyclers operating on a 24/7 basis, complete with Peltier junctions to control the thermal environment.
The procedure described below can be applied to every data set which is statistically representative of actual vehicle operation (real-world driving cycle). The convention used is: positive currents correspond to charge and negative current to discharge.
Analysis of real current profile
The . The current profile in terms of C-rate, ranging between -6C to 10C, is then "discretized" into 2-C length bin as shown Table 1 . The number of bins was chosen to be as small as possible but at the same time to capture the main aging effects on the battery. The histogram of the battery current distribution in terms of C-rate is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Engineer the duty cycle
In the process of engineering the aging current profile for a HEV application, the main objective is to keep the same statistical distribution of the current C-rate and DoD, at known initial SoC. This guarantees that the duty cycle implemented in laboratory mimics the real one, in what exhibits main features of the real data set.
Thus, the synthesized current profile turns out to be:
• shorter than the real one;
• easy to implement;
• repeatable.
As a result, the heuristic design based on statistical distribution approach produces the cycle shown in Fig. 3 . The histogram of both the synthesized current profile is the same as the one of the real driving cycle, depicted in Fig. 2 . The DoD of the real driving cycle, shown in Fig. 4 , has been fairly replicated in the synthesized profile as shown in Fig. 5 . The laboratory contains multiple stations capable of running tests of arbitrary lengths. Each testing station is based on a pair of programmable load and power supply, a data acquisition device and control computer, Peltier junctions and associated controllers to provide a controlled thermal environment for the battery under test for temperatures ranging between -25 °C and 60°C. Each experimental station consists of a 1.5kW programmable electronic load and a 3.3kW programmable power supply.
The battery voltage is measured at the terminals of the battery at a sampling rate of 10 Hz. For the experiments described in this paper, all the aging tests were conducted at an isothermal temperature of 45 °C via Peltier junctions, while the assessment tests were performed at 25 °C.
The synthesized aging profile is repeated continuously and automatically on the aging station while data are acquired.
The battery under testing is an A123 System lithium ion rechargeable ANR26650 cell. It is a phosphate-based system with nominal voltage of about 3.3V/cell, peak charge voltage of 3.60V and nominal capacity of 2.3Ah. In this paper, experimental results of three cells are discussed and analyzed.
AGING AND CHARACTERIZATION ACTIVITY
The aging and characterization activity consists of feeding the battery with a series of aging profiles (Fig. 3) space out with regular assessment tests to monitor the variation and degradation of battery parameters during aging. Moreover, an initial assessment test is done to evaluate the aging parameters at the beginning of battery life. The aging activity is then performed, followed by periodic assessments. The aging temperature is 45°C, while the assessment temperature is 25°C. The assessment tests, performed at 100% SoC are:
• Capacity test at C/1 rate, [3] ;
• Pulse Power test , [3] ;
• Cold Start Test at -20°C, [3] ;
• Resistance measurement with milliohm meter;
• Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) test [8] .
The aging campaign between any two assessments consists of 13 sets of aging, each of them of 300 synthesized aging cycles, for a total of 3900 cycles for each campaign.
An aging cycle corresponds to one tenth of a fully charge and fully discharge cycle, in terms of Ah extracted, as shown in Table 2 . 
DATA ANALYSIS
In this work the capacity (related to energy fade) and resistance (related to power fade) measurements are considered as they change along the aging. In Fig. 6 , the capacity of three batteries aged following the protocol previously described is plotted versus the total Ah throughput showing a decreasing trend. A 15% capacity variation with respect to its nominal value is reached after almost 11000 Ah were taken out and put into Battery 1 and roughly 23000 cycles were performed. Battery 2 had a shorter life, due to a laboratory instrumentation issue. However the capacity trend is still the same as the one of Battery 1. As far as Battery 3 goes more capacity tests were performed during the aging (basically a quick capacity test performed every 6 sets of aging) to have more data points to track the evolution of the capacity in case of instrumentation failures (as happened to Battery 2). Battery 3 showed a different capacity degradation trend compared to Battery 1 and Battery 2, although the aging conditions (temperature, current profile and initial SOC) were the same. This phenomenon can be explained as due to the variability of aging degradation mechanisms within the same type of battery cells showing that not all batteries behave the same. The importance of monitoring the capacity degradation is in the ability of possibly tracking the energy fade occurring during vehicle operation, especially in PHEV and EV application. Note that, capacity can only be assessed in laboratory though.
Fig. 6 Percentage variation of capacity with respect to its nominal value
On the other hand, for HEV application the power capability is of interest. Monitoring the resistance increase during aging would allow tracking power fade during vehicle operation. Considering the testing protocols described in [3] it is possible to define a way for monitoring the power fade at a ven SoC gi as: and are the resistances evaluated in charge and in discharge at a specific SoC. These two quantities vary during the aging. The greater the resistance during aging the smaller the available power.
The SoC of operation is 70%, as discussed in Section II.
An assessment of the battery resistance can be performed both during the aging activity and the assessment tests. If some kind of correlation between on-board measurable parameters and off-board measurable parameters is found, then the available power evolution can be indirectly monitored through some of the on-board estimated variables.
During aging, we can evaluate an "equivalent" resistance using current and voltage profiles. With reference to Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 
is evaluated at each pulse both in charge and discharge.
The subscript i indicates the pulse i on the aging cycle.
, is the value of voltage when the current assumes the value , . Fig. 7 Current profile used to calculate the equivalent resistance during charge Fig. 8 Voltage response used to calculate the equivalent resistance during charge
In order to reduce the measurement noise, at each aging cycle (characterized by 5 charging pulses and 3 discharging pulses) the average of the charge resistance and discharge resistance is taken according to:
Again, along an aging set (300 cycles) then average of the charge and discha resistance along the aging set is c nsi r rge o de ed: 
In the percentage variation of the "equivalent" resistance in charge compared to its initial value is shown. The same behavior is obtained for the discharge resistance. 
V min
Each data point of the aging data curve in Fig. 9 corresponds to an estimated , evaluated according to Eq. (7).
During the assessment tests instead, the value of the resistance of the battery is obtained using both the milliohm meter and EIS test. The squared data points in Fig. 9 show the trend of the resistance measured during the assessments. As one can see, the trend of the resistance (computed in two different ways) is very similar, i.e. increasing almost linearly with the aging. A comparison between the three batteries shows similar degradation behavior for Battery 1 and Battery 2, while Battery 3 experienced a severe decrease in performances at the same level of Ah throughput. All the three batteries show a linear behavior.
A correlation between the capacity decrease and resistance increase is shown in Fig. 10 , where the capacity is measured during assessment tests whereas the resistance is evaluated from the aging at the same Ah throughput. From the data points collected it is possible to assess that a correlation between the two aging parameters exists. However, due to intrinsic differences among the same type of batteries, a cone of uncertainty can be identified in Fig. 10 within which the degradation occurs. Further investigations based on more aging data would help to give some insight on this phenomenon.
GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The trend of the aging parameters recorded during the experiments on several batteries of the same typology and the measurement post-processed on a particular battery can be combined in a predictor/corrector scheme for parameter estimation as shown in Fig. 11 . In this general framework, the predictor path exploits an aging model of one (or more) aging parameter, initialized starting from the historical data collected during past experiments (for a specific application), based on in-situ measurements of current, voltage and temperature. 
CONCLUSIONS Predictor path
In this paper, a synthetic duty cycle profile has been engineered from a real driving cycle for HEV application for the purpose of performing aging and characterization activity. Data collected during aging and assessments showed a battery capacity decreasing and a resistance increasing trend. However, due to variability among the same typology of battery, the aging parameters behavior of three aged batteries shows different path, although the aging conditions were the same. Moreover, a general predictor/corrector framework for estimation of aging parameters is presented: this framework is based on on-board measurements that adjust the aging model initialized using historical data. This framework can be used not only for life estimation but also for battery prognosis.
Historical data for initialization Fig. 11 General framework for aging parameter estimation
The predictor path needs to be updated due to the variability among same types of the batteries or/and slight different aging conditions that can change the normal degradation behavior of the parameter considered. Thus a corrector path is added to monitor the behavior of the degradation parameter and adapt and update the aging model accordingly. This framework can lead to a robust estimation of battery life as:
• The corrector path is capable of adapting the aging model considering the variability associated to cell of the same type;
• The corrector path can correct the prediction model in presence of a battery with unknown history;
• The predictor path can work in presence of temporary sensor failures or corrupted measurements (corrector path unavailable);
• The predictor path can be used to predict the future behavior of the batteries considering past historical data and past measurement performed
FUTURE WORK
The data analysis showed and the general framework for aging parameter estimation can lead to the design of battery lifetime estimation algorithm, potentially implementable onboard. As the aging is continued and more data become available, the design of the battery life estimation algorithm can be carried out.
